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FIBERGLASS     LOS ANGELES

by Jenkins-Martin

Expressive and powerful, accessible and unpretenous. 
These drums are meant to be handled and meant to be 
played. They were born in an era that valued groove above 
gloss, sound above branding and soul above all else. 

Blaemire drums, rediscover soul.

The Soul

First made famous by Hal Blaine and the 
Wrecking Crew, Allen Blaemire’s drums have
been featured on countless recordings and
dozens of #1 hits. Our modern Blaemire shells
are faithfull recreaons of the originals. We’ve 
managed to recapture all the same magic that 
helped ehelped establish that golden age in recording. 
Rediscover the power, tone and soul that helped 
define an era.  

The Legacy

Each Blaemire shell is craed by the 
exact same methods and materials that 
Allen Blaemire pioneered in the early 
1960s. With specific aenon to detail 
we have been able to precisely duplicate 
the unique look and disncve sound of Allen’s 
original shells. original shells. We invite you to experience the 
sound and power that made Blaemire drums 
instant classics.

The Original
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Jenkins-Marn fiTanium snare drums are craed by 
infusing a proprietary resin with 99.9% pure tanuim 
powder. The resulng shell blends the best aributes of 
fiberglass with the warm, cu ng aack of pure tanium. 
(also available in copper, aluminum, brass and bronze)

Colors Shown:

Metallic Blue
Walnut Brown
Black
Aluminum Grey
Orange

All of these opons amount to a seemingly 
endless tonal palee which can range from dark 
and fat to bright and crisp. It’s all in the mix.

Our resin technology creates endless 
opportunies to mix colors, sounds, and finishes. 
Expect to see hybrid materials like glass/carbon, 
carbon/basalt, and even shells incorporang 
natural fibers like Hemp and Jute. Mul-colored 
shells are already in development as well as 
gligliers, flakes and more.

Based on the same legendary shell technology, 
Jenkins-Marn label drums mix the iconic 
Blaemire sound with modern colors, unique 
materials and innovave resin formulaons.  
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Custom name tags, band logos, etc. can be molded into the shell interior. Contact 
us directly for opons and capabilies.
Add 5% on MSRP. 

fiTanium snares and other specialty snares made with
resins infused with metallic powders. Add 15% to MSRP.
(available in tanium, copper, aluminum, brass and bronze)

Jenkins-Marn does not sell raw shells to OEMs, distributors or hobbyist customers. 
Our wound shells are an integral part of our brand identy, and as such we have a 
vested interest in protecng that image as closely as possible. For the same reason, 
we do not build drums with hardware other than our own proprietary hardware. 
Under certain circumstances we are able to work with a selecon of snare throws or 
special mounng consideraons. These requests are handled on a case by case basis.

Under unique ciUnder unique circumstances, such as limited edion runs or when an arst endorsed 
by a different brand requests our shells, we have parcipated in double badged snares 
and kits with select industry partners. 
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Pricing good through December 31, 2022. This 
publicaon supercedes any previous price lisng.

‘TOM LUGS’ refers to two rows of single end lugs.
 
‘SNARE LUGS’ refers to a single row of double end 
lugs.

TOM and BASS prices are with or without mounts.

Concert toms are available at an 8% discount 
from MAP. from MAP. 

Glier finishes are a 10% upcharge.

Snare drums are shipped with a custom so case.

Wound fiberglass drum shells made by Jenkins-Marn carry a lifeme, non-transferrable 
warranty to be free of defects in material or worksmanship. Damage due to misuse, improper 
playing or mounng is not covered by this warranty. Claws and lug casings carry a three year 
warranty when used under normal condions. This warranty is in lieu of any other warranty 
either expressed, implied or statutory. Jenkins-Marn’s liability under this warranty is limited 
to repairing, replacing or issuing credit for such products which are deemed defecve during 
the warranty period from the date of sale. Jenkins-Marn is the sole arbiter, and reserves all the warranty period from the date of sale. Jenkins-Marn is the sole arbiter, and reserves all 
rights in deciding if a product is defecve under this warranty. In no event will Jenkins-Marn 
be held liable for consequenal or special damages. Customer may be responsible for shipping 
charges.   

All prices are in USD and are subject to change at any me. Not responsible for typographical 
errors. All sales are final, FOB Columbia, MO. 
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